Harvard Boys Abolish Rough Noisy Ping Pong

New course word from across the Atlantic and pictures of British boys volun-
teed not to allow ping pong to be played at the Harvard Business Club. This was de-
cided upon after a series of meetings, and was done because the Harvard boys were
to too noisy. The un-necessary function of playing to ping pong would prevent quiet reading and

CAGENIEN LOSE TO HARVARD FIVE BY SCORE OF 33-24

Neo, Star Forward for M. I. T. Is High Point Man on Engineer Five

TECHNOLOGY LOSES LEAD

Frosh Lose to Clemson Gagers 43-34 in M. I. T. Scoring

Amateur Sleuth Now Employed by Walker

Walker Memorial Ding Service has lately established an amateur sleuth to take charge of each regulation. He would be statesman Sherlock Holmes nightly keep his eagle eye on all the calls of his city. This sleuth would drive out of their escape without pay. Many powerful politicians are created when they accost those who have already paid and more often accuse them of attempted bribery.